“A friend of mine and a fellow business owner
mentioned TEEPOS to me about 7 or 8 years ago.
I was talking about the fact that I needed a POS
system for my convenient/liquor store and he said
to go and talk to TEEPOS. I was looking for
something that would give the store a modern
edge but more so something that could manage
our inventory and process customers as fast as
possible. I met with a sales representative and they
explained everything to me and were very
convincing in making the system seem effortless.
We decided on the TEEPOS software with Touch
Dynamic hardware and a display to present prices
and ads to our customers. I was then able to test
drive the system, which was a pretty quick process
that only took a few days and there were a few
things that we were able to work out during that
process before bringing the system into the store.
The installation went very well and they worked
around the hours we needed them to. TEEPOS
always did what was convenient for me, so it was
incredibly easy for us to work together. This
system is very efficient and helps me to manage
my inventory and I’ve gone through a few
upgrades along the way to keep the system
updated. I’ve had some issues over the years,
even at my other businesses with different
equipment, and TEEPOS was always able to help
me get through them in some way. I would
absolutely work with TEEPOS in the future and
actually have worked with them on some things for
my other businesses already like a new credit card
machine at one location. The number to the
TEEPOS store will always be saved in my phone!”
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